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Naturalism and The Theory of Evolution



On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection,
or the Preservation of Favored Races in the Struggle for Life (1859)

Darwin’s God



Random Mutations
Small or large apparently random non-directed genetic 

changes 
Natural Selection

A real brutal force of nature that, in each generation, 
mindlessly selects the strongest to preferentially survive 
and reproduce the next generation

“Survival of the Fittest”

What Is Darwinian Evolution?



What are the Implications of 
Darwinian-style Evolution?



     "The God of the Old Testament 
is arguably the most unpleasant 
character in all fiction: jealous and 
proud of it; a petty, unjust, 
unforgiving control freak; a 
vindictive, bloodthirsty ethnic 
cleanser; a misogynistic, 
homophobic, racist, infanticidal, 
genocidal, filicidal, pestilential, 
megalomaniacal, sadomasochistic, 
capriciously malevolent bully."

Dawkins, Richard (2006). 
The God Delusion. 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 
406. ISBN 0-618-68000-4. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:BookSources/0618680004


"...although atheism might 
have been logically tenable 
before Darwin, Darwin made it 
possible to be an intellectually 
fulfilled atheist."

Dawkins, Richard [zoologist and Professor 
for the Public Understanding of Science, Oxford 
University], "The Blind Watchmaker," [1986], 
Penguin: London, 1991, reprint, p.6.

What if Darwinism fails? What would happen
      to “intellectual atheism”?



   "Naturalistic evolution has clear 
consequences that Charles 
Darwin understood perfectly. 

• No gods worth having exist; 
• No life after death exists; 
• No ultimate foundation for ethics 

exists;
• No ultimate meaning in life 

exists; and 
• Human free will is nonexistent."

Provine, William B. 
[Professor of Biological 
Sciences, Cornell 
University], "Evolution: 
Free will and punishment 
and meaning in life", 
Abstract of Will Provine's 
1998 Darwin Day 
Keynote Address.



   "Man is the result of a 
purposeless and materialistic 
process that did not have him in 
mind. He was not planned. He is a 
state of matter, a form of life, a sort 
of animal, and a species of the 
Order Primates, akin nearly or 
remotely to all of life and indeed to 
all that is material."

Simpson, George Gaylord [late Professor of Vertebrate Paleontology, 
Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard University, USA], "The Meaning 
of Evolution: A Study of the History of Life and of its Significance for Man," 
[1949], Yale University Press: New Haven CT, 1960, reprint, p.344.



   "The secrets of evolution 
are time and death. Time for 
the slow accumulations of 
favorable mutations, and death 
to make room for new 
species." 

Carl Sagan, [astronomer and author] 
"Cosmos," program entitled "One 
Voice in the Cosmic Fugue."

   “I personally have been captured by the notion of extraterrestrial life, and 
especially extraterrestrial intelligence from childhood. It swept me up, and 
I've been involved in sending space craft to nearby planets to look for life 
and in the radio search for extraterrestrial intelligence…” 
 (NOVA interview - http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/aliens/carlsagan.html )



 “Time is the hero of the plot. 
The time with which we have to 
deal is of the order of two billion 
years...    

         Given so much time the 
'impossible' becomes possible, the 
possible probable, and the 
probable virtually certain. One has 
only to wait: time itself performs 
miracles.”

George Wald, [Nobel 
Prize in Physiology, 
1967] "The Origin of 
Life," Physics and 
Chemistry of Life, 
1955, p. 12.



 "It is absolutely 
safe to say that if you 
meet somebody who 
claims not to believe 
in evolution, that 
person is ignorant, 
stupid or insane (or 
wicked, but I'd rather 
not consider that)."

     Dawkins, Richard [Zoologist and 
Professor for the Public 
Understanding of Science, 
Oxford University], "Put Your 
Money on Evolution", Review of 
Johanson D. & Edey M.A., 
"Blueprints: Solving the Mystery 
of Evolution", in New York 
Times, April 9, 1989, sec. 7, p34.



Just a few of the “Ignorant, Stupid 
or Insane”



   “Evolution has just been dealt its 
death blow. After reading Origins of Life 
[Fazale Rana and Hugh Ross], with my 
background in chemistry and physics, it 
is clear evolution could not have 
occurred.” 

- Richard E Smalley, winner of the 1996 Nobel 
Prize in chemistry; keynote address at 
Tuskegee University’s 79th Annual Scholarship 
Convocation/Parents Recognition Program

1. http://www.amazon.com/Origins-Life-Biblical-Evolutionary-
Models/dp/1576833445/ref=pd_rhf_p_1/105-8093794-4249248

2. http://www.lifesite.net/ldn/2005/oct/05100605.html 



         “Molecular evolution is not 
based on scientific authority.  
There is no publication in the 
scientific literature in 
prestigious journals, specialty 
journals, or books that 
describe how molecular 
evolution of any real, complex, 
biochemical system either did 
occur or even might have 
occurred.  There are 
assertions that such evolution 
occurred, but absolutely none 
are supported by pertinent 
experiments or calculations.”  

Michael Behe, professor of 
biochemistry at Lehigh 
University, Darwin’s Black Box, 
The Free Press, 1996



     "Intelligent design, as one sees it 
from a scientific point of view, seems to be 
quite real. This is a very special universe: 
it's remarkable that it came out just this 
way. If the laws of physics weren't just the 
way they are, we couldn't be here at all. . . . 

Some scientists argue that ‘Well, 
there's an enormous number of universes 
and each one is a little different. This one 
just happened to turn out right.’ 

Well, that's a postulate, and it's a 
pretty fantastic postulate — it assumes 
there really are an enormous number of 
universes and that the laws could be 
different for each of them. The other 
possibility is that ours was planned, and 
that's why it has come out so specially."  
    

Charles Hard Townes, 
winner of a Nobel Prize 
in Physics and a UC 
Berkeley professor 

http://www.berkeley.edu/news/media/rel
eases/2005/06/17_townes.shtml 



     “No matter how large the 
environment one considers, life cannot 
have had a random beginning . . .

     From the beginning of this book we 
have emphasized the enormous 
information content of even the simplest 
living systems. The information cannot in 
our view be generated by what are often 
called 'natural' processes, as for instance 
through meteorological and chemical 
processes. . . Information was also 
needed. We have argued that the requisite 
information came from an 'intelligence'.”

Fred Hoyle and Chandra Wickramasinghe, Evolution 
from Space (1981), p. 148, 150. 



     "It is quite a shock. From 
my earliest training as a scientist 
I was very strongly brainwashed 
to believe that science cannot 
be consistent with any kind of 
deliberate creation. That notion 
has had to be very painfully 
shed. I am quite uncomfortable 
in the situation, the state of mind 
I now find myself in. But there is 
no logical way out of it.



        Once we see . . . that the probability of 
life originating at random is so utterly 
minuscule as to make it absurd, it 
becomes sensible to think that the 
favorable properties of physics on which 
life depends are in every respect 
‘deliberate,’ or ‘created’.  

    I now find myself driven to this 
position by logic. There is no other way in 
which we can understand the precise 
ordering of the chemicals of life except to 
invoke the creations on a cosmic scale. . . 
.  

     We were hoping as scientists that 
there would be a way round our 
conclusion, but there isn't."

Sir Fred Hoyle and Chandra 
Wickramasinghe, As quoted in 
"There Must Be A God," Daily 
Express, Aug. 14, 1981 and "Hoyle 
On Evolution," Nature, Nov. 12, 
1981, 105.)



      Why is it such a struggle for most scientists 
to even consider the idea of a God or God-like 
intelligence as being clearly responsible for at 
least some aspects of our universe or of 
biosystem complexity?



   “Our willingness to accept scientific 
claims that are against common sense is 
the key to an understanding of the real 
struggle between science and the 
supernatural. 

    We take the side of science in spite 
of the patent absurdity of some of its 
constructs, in spite of its failure to fulfill 
many of its extravagant promises of 
health and life, in spite of the tolerance of 
the scientific community for 
unsubstantiated just-so stories, because 
we have a prior commitment, a 
commitment to materialism. . . .

Lewontin, Richard C. - 
Professor of Zoology and 
Biology, Harvard University



      . . . It is not that the methods and institutions of science 
somehow compel us to accept a material explanation of 
the phenomenal world, but, on the contrary, that we are 
forced by our a priori adherence to material causes to 
create an apparatus of investigation and a set of concepts 
that produce material explanations, no matter how 
counter-intuitive, no matter how mystifying to the 
uninitiated. Moreover, that materialism is absolute, for we 
cannot allow a Divine Foot in the door.”

Lewontin, Richard C. [Professor of Zoology and Biology, Harvard University, 
evolutionary geneticist and social critic], "Billions and Billions of Demons", Review 
of "The Demon-Haunted World: Science as a Candle in the Dark," by Carl Sagan, 
New York Review, January 9, 1997. (Emphasis in original)



Dean Kenyon: Author of Biochemical Predestination and leading evolutionary biologist 
from the 1960s through the 1970s who eventually became a reluctant believer in Intelligent 
Design after being challenged by one of his students to explain protein assembly without 
original sequence information

AccessResearch: Focus on Darwinism: Interview Kenyon (sample clip)



   If at least a few well-respected 
scientists in just about every major field of 
science, to include Nobel Laureates, have 
problems with some fundamental aspect of 
Naturalism or Darwinian Evolution, are 
these theories really that well understood, 
scientifically, or are they more religiously or 
philosophically based?

Question



Human Evolution
Past and Present
An Illustration of Bias 

We humans have a strong 
tendency toward biasing 
interpretations of the evidence to 
favor desire over substance.  
This is true for everyone - 
scientists as well as 
philosophers and theologians.



     Around the time of the 
Scopes Monkey trial (1925), 
Osborn chided Nebraska native 
William Jennings Bryan in the 
press:  

    “The earth spoke to Bryan 
from his own state of Nebraska. 
The Hesperopithecus tooth is like 
the still, small voice.  Its sound is 
by no means easy to hear---. This 
little tooth speaks volumes of 
truth, in that it affords evidence of 
man's descent from the ape.” 

American Museum of Natural History



London Daily 
News, 1922

   “Such a drawing or 
'reconstruction' would 
doubtless be only a 
figment of the 
imagination, of no 
scientific value, and 
undoubtedly inaccurate.”

- Henry Osborn  

Wolf J. and Mellett J.S., The role of "Nebraska man" in the creation-
evolution debate. Creation/Evolution, Issue 16:31-43., 1985



 Meave Leakey, Fred Manthi, et al
 Found Homo erectus found with Homo 

habilis
 “Unlikely that Homo erectus evolved 

from Homo habilis.”
 “Overall what it paints for human 

evolution is a chaotic kind of looking 
evolutionary tree rather than this 
heroic march that you see with the 
cartoons of an early ancestor evolving 
into some intermediate and eventually 
unto us.” 

Human Evolution Today?
As of August 2007

F. Spoor, M. G. Leakey, P. N. Gathogo, F. H. Brown, S. C. Antón, I. McDougall, C. Kiarie, F. K. Manthi & L. N. Leake, Implications of 
new early Homo fossils from Ileret, east of Lake Turkana, Kenya, Nature, Vol. 448 (7154), pp. 688 (August 9, 2007)



Co-author, Susan Anton of New York University, 
worried that anti-evolutionists would use this information 
to show flaws in the overall theory of evolution:
      “This is not questioning the idea at all of evolution; 

it is refining some of the specific points,” Anton said. 
“This is a great example of what science does and 
religion doesn't do. It's a continuous self-testing 
process.”

Notice that it is ok to put this or that aspect of the theory of evolution to the 
test as long as the overall theory itself is “not questioned” or subject to 
potential falsification.

F. Spoor, M. G. Leakey, P. N. Gathogo, F. H. Brown, S. C. Antón, I. McDougall, C. Kiarie, F. K. Manthi & L. N. 
Leake, Implications of new early Homo fossils from Ileret, east of Lake Turkana, Kenya, Nature, Vol. 448 (7154), 
pp. 688 (August 9, 2007)



     "My reservations concern not so much this book but the 
whole subject and methodology of paleoanthropology.  But 
introductory books - or book reviews - are hardly the place to argue 
that perhaps generations of students of human evolution, including 
myself, have been flailing about in the dark: that our data base is 
too sparse, too slippery, for it to be able to mold our theories. 
Rather the theories are more statements about us and ideology 
than about the past.  Paleoanthropology reveals more about how 
humans view themselves than it does about how humans came 
about.  But that is heresy."

    Dr. David Pilbeam, an anthropologist 
from Harvard, made some very 
interesting comments in a 1978 
review of Richard Leakey's book, 
Origins:  

David Pilbeam, Review of Richard Leakey's book ORIGINS, American 
Scientist, 66:379, May-June 1978.



It is also interesting to consider 
comments made by the journalist, 
Mark Davis, who investigated a story 
on Neanderthals for NOVA. 

   "I spoke with many Neanderthal experts in the course of 
making this film, and I found them all to be intelligent, friendly, 
well-educated people, dedicated to the highest principles of 
scientific inquiry. I also got the impression that each one 
thought the last one I talked to was an idiot, if not an actual 
Neanderthal. . . The more people I spoke with, the more 
confusing it got. . .  Listening to the archeologists and 
anthropologists talk about their work (and their colleagues' 
work), I heard the same frustrations voiced again and again: 
People are driven by their preconceptions. They see what they 
want to see. They find what they're looking for. . .  



What Is Science?



1. Make an observation
2. Use that observation to make a falsifiable 

prediction as to what will happen in the future
3. Test the prediction to see if it successfully 

avoids falsification
4. If the prediction avoids falsification, the 

hypothesis gains predictive value 
• It is more likely that this prediction will continue to 

hold true with more testing
5. If the prediction fails, the hypothesis must be 

either modified or discarded completely in favor 
of a new hypothesis

The Scientific Method



Sir Karl Popper, one of the most 
influential philosophers of the 20th 
century:

     “Any hypothesis that does not make 
falsifiable predictions is simply not 
science. Such a hypothesis may be 
useful or valuable, but it cannot be said 
to be science.” 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philosophy_of_scienc
e



Popper began considering the importance of 
falsification in science after attending a lecture 
by Einstein

Noticed that Einstein’s theories were much 
different than those of Marx or Freud 

Einstein Theories were extremely risky while 
those of Marx and Freud were not in that they 
“explain too much”, often with completely 
opposing explanations for observations that 
could not be decisively disproved



Observation: Dinosaurs and Birds share several 
features

Hypothesis: Dinosaurs and Birds have a 
common ancestor

Prediction: A link between dinosaurs and birds 
will be found sharing additional features – like a 
feathered dinosaur

This prediction is not falsifiable, it is only 
verifiable

 If feathered dinosaurs are never found, this side 
of eternity, the hypothesis still isn’t falsified

 It therefore does not meet Popper’s criteria as a 
true scientific prediction – however useful it may 
be

Non-Scientific Prediction?



While in Las Vegas I observe that I roll double sixes every 
time after I scratched my nose . . . 3 times so far!

Through inductive reasoning, I hypothesize that scratching 
my nose has some association with rolling double sixes

I therefore predict that every time I scratch my nose I will roll 
double sixes

If I continue to roll double sixes after scratching my nose, my 
hypothesis gains predictive value 

If I end up rolling anything else after scratching my nose, 
just once, my hypothesis loses predictive value

The hypothesis of 100% association has failed

A Scientific Hypothesis



If God does exist He could act in such as way 
that we could detect Him as both deliberate 
and intelligent 

God could be detectable as any other 
intelligent “natural” agent is detectable
Objectively detectable; beyond personal feelings or 

blind faith or inspiration

Has God acted in a detectable manner?

God’s Signature In Nature
A Falsifiable Science? 



   If the basic notions behind naturalism 
and evolution are true, detecting God 
as deliberate or intelligent would be 
difficult
• If disinterested mindless laws of nature 

can explain everything with overwhelming 
predictive value, how then can one detect 
an intelligent agent of any kind?

• Some mainstream scientists do claim to be 
able to detect deliberate artifact when it 
comes to human or even alien action (i.e., 
SETI) - - just don’t call the ETI - - “God”.



What are SETI scientists looking for?

  “Perhaps the extraterrestrials will 
prefacetheir message with a string of prime 
numbers, or maybe the first fifty terms of the 
ever-popular Fibonacci series.  Well, there’s no 
doubt that such tags would convey intelligence.” 

Seth Shostak, a senior astronomer at the SETI 
Institute

Seth Shostak, How to Sort Signs of Artificial Life from the Real Thing, SETI 
Thursday, Space.com, January 30, 2003

“Why then doesn't the message sequence on the DNA molecule 
also constitute prima facie evidence for an intelligent source? After 
all, DNA information is not just analogous to a message sequence 
such as Morse code, it is such a message sequence.”

Thaxton, Charles B., Walter L. Bradley and Robert L. Olsen: 
The Mystery of Life’s Origin, Reassessing Current Theories, 
New York Philosophical Library, 1984, p. 211-212. 







Naturally produced
geometric crystals – 
“natural” for certain 

materials (not granite
or crops of wheat!)





  A “Natural” Garden?





Timber circle at Holme-next-the-Sea, Norfolk, England

Perfectly “Natural”?



Stonehenge in the Snow
Given enough universes and/or enough time, 
this could have happened “naturally” - - time itself
performs miracles; The impossible becomes possible! - - ?



What about the mechanism of random 
mutation and natural selection?
 They are both real forces of nature
 They can and have produced novel functionally beneficial 

biosystems - but only at low levels of minimum structural 
requirements (i.e., levels of irreducible complexity)
Systems with a minimum structural threshold requirement 

of a few basic building blocks (amino acids) are relatively 
easy to evolve
 cat-hat-bat-bad-bid-did-dig-dog

A few hundred amino acids? – much less common
 Lactase, nylonase, abzymes, etc . . . 

Over 1,000aa?  Not one example 
 The mechanism has, “Limited Evolutionary Potential”

Barry Hall, 1983

See also: The Edge of Evolution 
– Michael Behe, June 2007



Non-Deliberate Potential

ID Potential

ID Potential

ID Potential

ID Potential

ID Potential

ID Potential
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Flagellar Assembly: A Marvel of Microengineering



   Science allows us to study various materials to 
determine their “natural” abilities and therefore 
allows us to discern “unnatural” activity or 
manipulation to the point of recognizing the 
miraculous, even the very signature of God.   

“At least believe on the evidence of the miracles 
themselves. . . The miracles I do in my Father's name 
speak for me.” - John 14:11 & 10:25

Is a simple polished granite cube miraculous? 
   From the perspective of natural design it is . . .

The Signature of God



    For since the creation of the world God’s 
invisible qualities – his eternal power and 
divine nature – have been clearly seen, being 
understood from what has been made, so that 
men are without excuse . . . Although they 
claim to be wise, they became fools.

- Romans 1:20,22

    In short, true science does not allow one to be an 
“intellectually fulfilled atheist”. Also, religion can be 
scientific – or science based. There need be no 
fundamental difference between science and religion.
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